
John's been featured in a variety of shows on FXX, SiriusXM, MTV, VH1, as well as the NY Times and Us
Weekly. He is also the creator and star of "Duppet" -- a snarky puppet (think Statler and Waldorf meets
Eeyore) representing a physical manifestation of his depression-- with a short film streaming on
Amazon Prime and new digital episodes dropping soon. John also leverages his expertise with
advocates and researchers exploring the connection between comedy and social impact.

As a comedian, writer, and host, John is highly sought after for his hot takes on pop-culture and
politics, using humor to address some of the biggest social issues of our time. Armed with his razor-
sharp wit and keen eye for BS, he takes on the establishment like a modern-day Don Quixote, tilting at
the windmills of misinformation. With his fast-paced delivery, hilarious commentary on the absurdity of
everyday life, and a glorious head of hair John is a favorite at clubs nationwide!

John Poveromo
www.johnpoveromo.net

NJ-based John Poveromo is a nationally touring standup comedian,
cartoonist, writer, actor, and host of the popular pop-culture podcast
Dystopia Tonight™. Through 200+ episodes and a variety of charity
streams, he has interviewed everyone from emerging musicians to
brilliant scientists and legendary entertainers -- like Tommy Chong,
Lewis Black, and the late Ed Asner. John has made a name for himself as
a highly entertaining and engaging host who authentically draws the
most compelling stories out of his guests.

@johnpoveromo

"One of today’s finest comedians. John Poveromo is not only as good as they come today, he is better."
     - Trainwreck'd Society

“John Poveromo’s cutting edge, quick witted sarcasm is hysterical and it’s fun to watch his playfulness
with the audience as he drives home specific points with his spot on punchlines. In a world full of
bland, he is a refreshing shot of young vibrant adrenaline that goes straight to your funny bone! This
kid’s got the goods!!”
     - Joey Kola (Actor & Comedian)

"Superb writing combined with the kind of relaxed presence behind the microphone that puts an
audience at ease, Poveromo delivers on a brand of funny that builds within the set, transforming
external laughter into internal contemplation that lasts well after you leave the club."
     - TrunkSpace Magazine

“With an incredible ability to entertain an audience through his stand-up and engage people with his
wit in his writing and illustrations, John Poveromo is entertainment.” 
     -Jessica Glassberg (Writer, Producer, Comedian)

For media and press clips, visit johnpoveromo.net/press
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"That was powerful. You continue to bring us unforgettable stories from amazing people."
     - Mark H.

"You have this uncanny ability to get the people to reveal hitherto unknown stories that shed light on
not only their career, but in a very real sense the HISTORY of the arts."
     - Glenn C.

"Every show brings quality guests and great conversations."
     - Matt N.

      4.7 stars on Apple Podcasts // All reviews: www.dystopiatonight.com/reviews

John interviews a carefully curated mix of musicians, comedians, scientists, and the underdogs
responsible for some of the biggest pop-culture sensations who often have the best stories, but not
always the spotlight. Everyone from the late Ed Asner and The Police’s Stewart Copeland to legendary
entertainers like Tommy Chong, Will Wheaton, Lewis Black have stopped by Dystopia Tonight. John
expertly facilitates conversations across generations and genres because he believes that authentic
connection – not clickbait and controversy – is the real path out of this dystopian nightmare.

Dystopia Tonight with John Poveromo
www.dystopiatonight.com

Dystopia Tonight With John Poveromo: Hosted by nationally touring comedian
John Poveromo, Dystopia Tonight was born out of the Covid-19 Pandemic to
give people a light-hearted break from the absurdity of the world by bringing
together artists, comedians, musicians, and more in engaging and hilarious
conversations. Now with 200+ funny and fascinating episodes to thousands of
listeners nationwide, Dystopia Tonight also features live performances, a look
at hot topics in the news, fundraising events, and more.

@Dystopia Tonight with John Poveromo

"How do you not love John Poveromo? He's real, he's honest, he's' straightforward, and you feel like
you're talking to an old friend. Which he quickly becomes.”
     - Mike Farrell, Actor (M*A*S*H)

"What a blast man! Funny and smart are a great combo for a host and John’s got both! Thanks for
having me on!"
     - Tommy Chong (Cheech & Chong)

"Dystopia Tonight with John Poveromo is a great podcast by a guy who makes you feel like you are
chatting with an old friend. John does his homework to really know his guests and the result is an hour
of engaging and effortless conversation."
     - Ed Begley, Jr., Actor & Environmentalist

"It was a lot of fun which was really irritating."
     - Lewis Black, Actor & Comedian
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